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Motivation

I Implementation of the Serendipity shape functions has mostly been for
educational purposes.

I Learn the basics of NIMROD’s data structures and be familiarized with
how things work.

I Learn how PIC and finite elements work together in NIMROD.

I See how well Serendipity shape functions perform for the δf-PIC
particles.
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Outline

I Newton-Raphson iteration is used for particle find.

I Shape functions are used to map from physical to logical coordinates.

I Shape function values are stored after particle find then used for the
field evaluation.

I Serendipity shape functions are built from linear combination of
Lagrange polynomials.

I Different orders of shape functions are compared.

I Conclusion and future work.
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Implementation of δf-PIC in NIMROD∗

I At present the particle deposition in NIMROD uses bilinear shape
functions.

I They may also be used to find the logical x, y coordinates using
Newton-Raphson iteration.
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I Physical to logical coordinate

R =
∑
i=1

RiNi(x, y) and Z =
∑
i=1

ZiNi(x, y)

I Shape functions satisfy the condition∑
i=1

Ni(x, y) = 1

∗C.C. Kim, C.R. Sovinec, S.E. Parker, NIMROD team. Computer Physics Communications
164 (2004) 448-455.
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Generating the Bi-quartic functions∗

Serendipity shape functions are built from Lagrange polynomials.

I Build bi-linear shape functions.
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I Add mid-side nodes via Lagrange polynomials then multiply them
either by (1± x) or (1± y).

I Add internal node.
I Make sure all shape functions satisfy the condition

δi,j = 1

where i, j are different nodes. This step requires linear combinations
of different Lagrange polynomials.

∗O.C. Zienkiewicz, R.L. Taylor, and J.Z. Zhu, The Finite Element Method It’s Basis and
Fundamentals., 6th Edition, Elsevier Ltd. 2005.
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Generating the Bi-quartic functions

Figure: Top: node placements (Left: bi-cubic. Right: bi-quartic). Bottom: Example
for generating bi-quartic functions.
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Bi-cubic Shape Function

Figure: Bi-cubic shape functions.
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Bi-quartic Shape Functions

Figure: Bi-quartic shape functions.
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Compare Different Orders of Shape Functions
Tracers were used to test the Serendipity shape functions

I Use equilibrium fields of DIII-D giant sawteeth case
I Pushed for 1500 steps with dtm=1.e-7
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Trajectory Right at (1, 1) Surface

Trajectory of a tracer in the (1, 1) surface.
(red: Ser. bi-linear, green: Lag. bi-quartic, blue: Ser. bi-cubic, light-blue: Ser. bi-quartic)
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Trajectory Right at (1, 1) Surface

Difference between the Lagrange bi-cubic with the Serendipity shape
functions that share similar nodes (i.e. bi-linear, bi-cubic).

Figure: Difference in R. Figure: Difference in Z.
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Trajectory Right at (1, 1) Surface

Difference between the Lagrange bi-quartic with the Serendipity shape
functions that share similar nodes (i.e. bi-linear, bi-quadratic, bi-quartic).

Figure: Difference in R. Figure: Difference in Z.
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Trajectory Outside of (1, 1) Surface
Trajectories outside the (1, 1) surface with large cells.

I When cells are large, extra data on cell sides seems to help.

(red: Ser. bi-linear, green: Lag. bi-quartic, blue: Ser. bi-cubic, light-blue: Ser. bi-quartic)
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Trajectory Outside of (1, 1) Surface

Higher order Serendipity shape functions seem to do better than bi-linear
case, especially when cells are large.

Figure: Difference in R. Figure: Difference in Z.
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Trajectory Outside of (1, 1) Surface

Higher order Serendipity shape functions seem to do better than bi-linear
case, especially when cells are large.

Figure: Difference in R. Figure: Difference in Z.
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Parallel Velocity Comparison

Comparison of the evolution for the parallel velocity was made.

Figure: Difference in v parallel at the
(1, 1) surface.

Figure: Difference in v parallel far outside
the (1, 1) surface.
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Conclusions and Future Work

I Serendipity shape functions implemented in mapping and field
evaluations.

I Tracers pushed along equilibrium fields to test accuracy.

I Higher order Serendipity shape functions agree well with NIMROD’s
Lagrange polynomials.

I Higher order Serendipity shape functions for particle deposition is
almost implemented.

I Compare δf-PIC approach with NIMROD’s continuum approach.
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